
On Creativity, Imagination, and the Design Process 

The need for creativity and imagination in contemporary design cannot be over

stated. The Award has addressed this subject through its think tanks. 

That creativity and imagination permeate the design process is not in doubt. But 

probing what it is that constitutes a successful attack on a design problem, producing 

an innovative and creative solution that is then recognised as such, is a more 

difficult and troubling question. The Award devoted two separate think tanks to 

this question, combining prominent architectural critics, practitioners, and clients 

in a three-way interchange that tried to elucidate the illusive nature of the design 

process, and to identify the components of creativity and imagination that are 

brought to bear upon the practice of architecture. 

These discussions are as yet not sufficiently advanced as a corpus of work to lead 

to a consensus of what is, or should be, involved beyond recognising that there is no 

easy formula that can be prescribed for architects to improve their performance in 

confronting difficult design problems. Yet, the theoretical efforts undertaken in 

these think tanks to develop a model of the design process, and to test some of the 

hypotheses of that model against the practice of prominent architects, deserve 

attention. The think tanks looked at the work both of prominent westerners prac

ticing in the Muslim world as well as of prominent Muslim architects grappling with 

building in their own societies. These reviews have helped enrich our understand

ing of a difficult, if not intractable problem. 

The discussions built upon a theoretical model presented by Ismail Serageldin. 

In a lengthy documented work (to be published separately), he argued that archi

tects, when faced with a design problem, draw upon a wide array of myths, images 

and stimuli, as well as learned processes and techniques. They use these tools to 

confront the problem as they perceive it, within constraints that are both exogenous 

and endogenous, to arrive at a design solution. It follows, therefore, that efforts that 

enrich these myths, images and stimuli, as well as the techniques of problem solving 

that architects bring to bear upon their task, will enhance the possibilities of obtain

ing better architectural solutions. It is the subtlety of the procedures and processes 

of intermediation that take place in the mind of the architect moving from this first 

set of stimuli, images and myths to a design idea, that is most elusive. The under

standing of the second intermediation from the design idea to the built reality is 

easier to comprehend. Here legal, technical, and economic reasons frequently can 

be identified as the causes of the changes that inevitably occur in translating a 

design concept to built reality. 

It is impossible to reproduce here the full scope of what was covered in these 

lengthy and rich discussions. A few abstracts selected from these think tanks, 

fragmented as they appear here, do not do justice to the views and reasoned 

positions of the various individuals. Still, they convey some of the flavour of these 

discussions. They also reflect the breadth and variety of the Award's intellectual 

search and its deep and abiding commitment to the notion of a space of freedom for 

this ongoing search that can only be beneficial to those concerned with the built 

environment of the Muslim world today. 



The spaces and scale of che old funduqs (top) 

are reinterpreted in a simple modern idiom for 

the award winning Résidence Andalous (above) 

S  E R G E  S  A N T E L L I ,  the talented French designer whose Résidence Andaloiis won 22 9 

an AKAA award in 1983, was asked to explain his ou>n approach to desigli and the 

influences that have shaped his architectural sensibilities. The following are extracts from 

his comments. 

I feel that a very important influence on the creative aspect of my designs is my 

knowledge of North African building types, North African social patterns, the way 

people live in their houses and of the way they construct these houses. 

There are many ideas that try to explain design and creativity. 1 prefer to talk 

about the collective aspects of a design process rather than about the creative 

aspects of the design process. These collective aspects refer to a common social 

content, to the cultural and social agreement existing among social groups and 

between individuals. What I try to express in these collective aspects of the design 

process are two basic elements. The first element is a kind of synchronic process 

between building types and society, between architect and client. The second ele

ment is the continuity between the present and the past through our historical 

understanding of cultures, connecting past and present architectural forms. 

It is easy to define the professional aspects which are the proper domain of the 

architect. First, the architect has to develop a good knowledge of the brief and to 

provide a functional solution to the problem at hand. He has to be capable of 

building within financial constraints and he has also to be aware of the techniques 

of construction and to master them. These professional aspects are defined within 

precise social conventions which have to do with cultural habits, ways of living, 

technical tools used at a certain time, and so on. These social conventions were 

accepted by architects in the West until World War II. Architects expressed these 

social conventions as architectural conventions to respond to specific social needs. 

I am referring to "building types", a concept which connects social conventions, 

social practice and architectural work. It connects society and architecture. 

In Europe, until the development of the Modern Movement in the period 

1930-1940, architectural production was realised within building types and collec

tive patterns. Architects used to work within the framework of existing building 

types. Therefore, their work was not opposed to society as the romantic views of 

some artists purported it to be. On the contrary, the architect was expressing the 

social and cultural values of his society, designing within building types and express

ing the social values through constructing these building types. Thus, the architect 

has a modest role since he cannot or did not create new types. 

This was equally true of Muslim societies, where historically there were no 

architects as we know them, with a few exceptions like Sinan in Turkey. There were 

master builders working with a client. They worked within identifiable types. 

In North Africa, the traditional courtyard house is a specific building type, 

especially in Tunisia. It is easy to define and identify this kind of building. The 

North African mosque is also a strong and immutable type. The hammams, the 

public bath, the fonduqs, and the madrasas are others. The madrasa is a Muslim 

university building type. 



The open courtyard and the use 

of water in Résidence Andalous 

(top) give it a distinctly local 

flavour, even though decorative 

elements were used sparingly and 

in modem abstract designs (above). 

If you go through the history of common architecture and not the history of 

monuments, you will see that architects do not have a role in designing types, since 

building types are social products created by the needs of people. Architects, how

ever, have to adapt, the building type to the site and environment, and can improve 

and perfect the type. An architect can express his personal talent by imbuing the 

type with his own architectural language. And what is architectural language? It is 

proportions, quality of light and spaces, compositions of rooms, relationships to 

structures. As Kahn would say, the relationship between the light and structure. 

This is architecture. The building type itself is not a matter of architecture. 

This is different from the attitude of architects of the modern movement, 

supposedly the leaders of architecture. They said: "We have the freedom and the 

duty to create a new typology, a new type of building regardless of the people who 

live in them. We don't care about their views because we have the right. We belong 

to the avant-garde and people work for us because we are right, and our new typo

logy will be the right typology in 50 years from now." All this still is very fashion

able because 50 years after the modern movement began, the images of the modern 

building types are still not accepted by most of the people. If you ask the average 

Frenchman, for example, what is his image of a house, he would draw a house with 

a roof and a chimney, with classical windows and doors. He would not refer to the 

modern type of house described by Le Corbusier. 

A building type, however, is a social configuration but, it is not architecture. It 

does not have architectural manifestation or form. A problem in Western countries 

is what architectural language and vocabulary is the architect going to use working 

with a building type? How is he going to improve the type? What are the propor

tions, the quality of spaces and light? How are the plan and façades going to be 

composed? In short, what is he going to design? 

The only way to do architecture for many is to refer to existing and past 

architecture, that is, the architecture that has been called the "Architect's reser

voir." This reservoir contains all the buildings which are part of the history of 

architecture. It connects past and present thus building architectural memory. The 

modern movement destroyed this reservoir in Europe. In Europe, architects are 

reconstituting their reservoir again and learning their history of architecture again. 

Only then will they be able to borrow the language and the vocabulary they want 

from this reservoir. 

These same problems exist in Muslim countries today. The first task of Muslim 

architects is to build a Muslim architectural reservoir and to have a profound under

standing of the history of Muslim architecture. Unfortunately, in a North African 

school of architecture the history of Muslim architecture is hardly taught. 

Coming to my own work, I can find avenues for creative expression within these 

collective aspects of the design process. A rough definition of creation is what 

remains personal or individual in connecting all these collective elements. The way 

to borrow a specific form from this architectural reservoir, the way to connect this 

form to another form, the way to express this grouping of forms, all this is the 

manifestation of a personal talent. This is part of one's creation. 

I have practiced in Tunisia. Tunisia is open to Western influences and therefore 

is open to the myth of creativity. I am saddened by the absence of typological 

concern among practitioners in North Africa. That is why there are many "mon

sters" all over the country — the product of the high "creativity" of young architects 

who are fascinated by modern ideology, that values neglect of existing typologies. 

This raises opposition between the architect and the typologies which are clear 

in Tunisia. But, the architect is recent. There were no Efrchitects until the nine

teenth century, in the colonial period. Most of the houses in Tunisia are built 

without architects. Thus, Tunisia still retains powerful collective architecture. 



Plan, and exterior perspective. 

Banque de Développement Economique de la 

Tunisie. (S. Santelli with T. Ben Miled). 

Let me refer to my Apartment Hotel in Sousse, the Résidence Andalous. In 

Tunisia today, all public buildings and most large private buildings are now built by 

architects. Most are Tunisian, but some architects are French. These buildings refer 

to modern typologies and no longer refer to Tunisian typologies. However, the 

decoration of the façades refer to Muslim decoration. There are arcades, ceramic 

tiles, cupolas, and so on. These features give an Arabesque feeling to a building 

whose social, spatial structure is modern and does not refer to North African typolo

gies. This situation arises because clients and architects are rejecting traditional 

values. They adopt modern, imported Western technologies like the pre-cast con

crete panel, which is not well developed in Tunisia. Architects want to be modern 

and feel that to be modern is to use sophisticated technology. 231 

Contrary to this trend, our project tries to develop traditional and Tunisian 

typologies. When I talk about typologies, I am talking about space. For example, I 

believe that a building that does not have a courtyard is not really a Muslim 

building. When looking at the traditional typologies in Tunisia, all the buildings 

have a courtyard. So, the courtyard is a fundamental Tunisian architectural space. 

Because it belongs to this Muslim tradition of indoor architecture, it is in the 

courtyard that you will find the ornaments, the decorations, and the major rooms. 

We tried to include some rooms which would have traditional shapes. In long 

rooms, iwans were used. These niches are found in Morocco and in Egypt. We tried 

to use the gardens that are typical of the interior landscape of Muslim architecture. 

We also tried to use local products and craftsmanship in our projects. It is awful to 

import ceramic tiles to a country where there are fantastic local ceramics. We tried 

to be as close as possible to traditional building types. 

I would like to refer to another project design. It is a competition entry for an of

fice building for the Banque de Développement Economique de la Tunisie. It is very 

difficult to do a traditional building with a new building type. There are strong 

elements which refer to Tunisian typologies; for example, the courtyards. Our 

building has a U-shape and encloses a courtyard which gives light to the offices. The 

monumental entrance refers to a large ivuan, similar to Egyptian mosques. In the first 

entrance courtyard of the bank there are the staircases and the lifts, going up to the 

different offices. The offices around a second courtyard are designed in the tradi

tional way with ceramic tiles and delicate Tunisian decorations which were used a 

long time ago. We tried to give a monumental feeling to this building. 

I have been to the South of Spain and I have observed that in Seville and 

Grenada, there are many buildings where you can find Muslim spaces connected to 

Western spaces. It is a hybrid architecture. It is very difficult to connect and to mix 

traditional and modern building types. I have referred to two attempts to produce 

such a synthesis. 
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Model and analysis of the Justice Palace 

Grand Mosque, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. 

R A S E M  B A D  R A N ,  the eminent Jordanian Architect, explained one aspect of his 

work which is particularly rich in symbolism: the design of the contemporary mosque. 

I find it appropriate to focus on one particular aspect of our work, which is the archi

tecture of the mosque. These experiences started with our design for the Baghdad 

State Mosque in 1982. This was followed by the Royal Academy for Islamic Study 

in Amman, Jordan, in 1984, the Ali ihn Ali Taleb Mosque in Doha, Qatar, in 1985, 

and the Central Grand Mosque in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, in 1985. 

Let me firstly refer to the Baghdad City Mosque project. This mosque is about 

30,000 square metres and can accomodate about 60,000 persons for prayers. There 

are additional facilities including a school, a library, a Quran school and accomoda

tions for those who are working in the mosque or visiting Imams. 

Initially we studied some plans of Iraqi mosques during the Abbasid period and 

other mosques from different parts of the Muslim world which we considered proto

typical. But the real problem with the Baghdad City Mosque was the remoteness of 

the site called Bir Said. The mosque had to be integrated with its surroundings. 

We tried to incorporate rivers and palm trees in the project since they are a 

significant part of the Iraqi landscape. Palm trees are arranged in an orderly manner 

surrounding the mosque to form a zone between the parking area and the mosque. 

In this zone, people can walk under the palm trees as if they were columns of nature. 

The main approach is lined on one side with trees. On the other side there is an 

artificial lake leading from a river on the qibla side of the site. 

An artificial hill was built surrounding the mosque to try and get some sort of 

human relation between the individual coming for prayers and the high mosque 

wall. We had to consider the relationship between the individual as a single person 

entering a huge space. I thought of dividing this huge space into a small cubes to 

make some sort of separation. When combined, these geometrical cubes would form 

a regular form or a geometric form. These cubes are 20 square metres and you could 

have gaps between them that could be used for lighting and ventilation. Ventilation 

can be done simply without any technical effort. The tie beams had a dual function 

of structural support and of giving the large space a human scale. 

Sometimes I am not convinced about using the dome as a form for such a 

mosque. It was a problem to decide what kind of dome and how many domes to use. 

We decided to place one of the domes in the centre of the mosque nearer to the qibla 

side and to emphasise the mihrab area. We tried to solve the space under the dome 

by using a big muqarnas composition which helps create light behind this big space 

in order to illuminate the mihrab and Imam areas. 

I am also not convinced about using arches in such a mosque but I was trying to 

find meaning in using them. Another problem was the minarets which are still nec

essary symbols for a mosque. 



W I L L I A M  J . R . C U R T I S ,  the emminent architectural historian and critic argued 

against the simplistic and superficial reproduction of past forms and stressed the need to 

transform the principles of tradition into vocabularies relevant to modem life. He also 

argued against the limitations of xenophobia. 

A tradition is rethought within an artist's imagination then exteriorised as a new 

form. One of the issues we have to examine is how the individual vocabulary of an 

architect joins forces with tradition and vice versa, and how this re-thinking, 

without which culture dies, takes place. Such re-invigoration is essential, especially 

in a period when traditional symbols are often reduced to the level of mere signs. 

A design process is a way of understanding the world. It is a cognitive process: a 

way of proposing hypothetical models for reality which are tested against many 

things and thereafter translated into actuality. But a design process is also the very 

means through which the inheritance of forms is cast into a new pattern of mean

ing. This new order must be appropriate to the task at hand but must also transcend 

the particular case to touch upon matters of lasting human and aesthetic value. 

Drawings are an essential tool in this act of transformation. They are used for the 

prescription of architecture — in the design process — but they can also be used for 

description of architecture, that is in the analysis of past forms. With the aid of 

sketches, tradition may be experienced, schematised, internalised then cross-bred 

with the artists evolving vocabulary. 

We are talking about a process which cuts deeper than style, to the underlying 

order and principles of architecture: values which transcend time and place. 

There is that certain magic which makes Ibn Tulun a perennial building, 

something that will communicate for as long as it stands. It possesses what I would 

call formal presence on the architectural level; it embodies a mythical quality and 

seems to touch substructures of great duration. In the re-thinking of these values 

there is the constant adjustment of trying to deal with present realities yet with 

reference to the substructure of past myths. The aesthetic problem of attaining the 

substructures, and the mythical problem of incorporating the best of the present 

culture, are related to one another. The design process explores the link between 

forms and meaning: it is an exercise in symbolism. 

To understand why things happen and why forms are, or were, one gets involved 

in what I call the genetic problem of form. Where does form come from in relation 

to a society? A site? Traditions, both formal and social? 

There are needs that come from a culture and are focussed via the client: they 

emerge eventually as a programme. The programme may already imply an a priori 

image of what ought to be; there may already by a clearly conceived building type 

for example. Other design processes are more fluid. Each designer has his way of 

doing things: he takes a programme and breaks it up, looking at it in a certain way. 

But he begins to categorise. There is already an aspect of an internalised style of 

thought in problem solving. 



At an early stage, there are ways in which a design process can go seriously wrong 

in terms of inappropriate match. You can have an idea that is wrong from the 

practical point of view. There may be a conflict of form and function, or a form 

which is right for. some aspects of the task, may express quite the wrong societal 

associations. The ideal aim of any design process is surely the resolution of the 

practical, the aesthetic and the symbolic. Tradition in the obvious sense of a visible 

past inheritance can only be partly helpful, for reality today is different. The 

architect must find what is right for the present circumstances and if he is suffi

ciently probing and profound he will make a valid addition to the stock of forms. 

There is no place for passeisme or for a bogus, revivalist sentimentality. 

There is a whole world which has to do with the relation between not just social 

ritual and form but meaning and form; ideas in relation to expression and in relation 

to formal grammar. This is the beginning of a much larger historical investigation of 

how the mind intériorisés forms. It concerns the grammatical rules of a tradition and 

a grasp of what is relevant to cultural conditions. 

One of the attitudes you run into is that only Muslims can really understand 

Muslim problems. This is an ostrich's position. I think the best tall building in the 

Middle East was designed by a non-Muslim New Yorker, Gordon Bunshaft. This sky 

scraper in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia concerns a modern state of mind. It is consistent 

with a modern structural and social system, a geometry, an arrangement that is also 

adjusted to climate, wind and glare. But the building relies upon the basic principles 

of the mashrabiyya and of the wind tower, rethinking them in modern terms. A 

standard modern urban type has been critiqued in terms of a local tradition and 

climate. Yet there is no hankering after the bogus, frozen state of the past. 

By using the term Islamic in a sloppy way historically, it is possible to treat the 

whole Muslim heritage as the expression of some supposed "immutable" religious 

essence. This can be very misleading especially in the atmosphere of current ideo

logical distortions of "Islam". It is also possible to forget that many of the greatest 

past building complexes had primarily secular and mercantile functions. The superb 

markets at Aleppo, for example, were gorgeous displays of mundane wealth that 

were given an architectural framework of high quality. Why not the same today, but 

for the processes of modern commerce that are essential to the survival of many 

contemporary Middle Eastern societies? There is a hierarchy of building types and it 

Sher-E Bangla Nagar, Dhalia, 

Barigladesh. The massive structure is 

stunning in the boldness and rigour 

of the abstract geometry employed 

on the façades (right). The interior 

spaces show dramatic lighting 

articulating voids and solids (above). 



is misleading to speak of every modern office space as a kind of geiger counter of 

belief. If clients want a tall building for prestige or whatever other reason, and if the 

architect cannot persuade them otherwise, he can either resign or he can do it in a 

way that makes a substantial architectural statement that is qualitative in regional 

terms. Whether one likes it or not, the modern set up is what one is going to work 

with. It is a situation of increasing urbanisation, of larger organisations, of increasing 

mechanisation, of increasing abstraction, and of increasing links to the interna

tional monetary system. The special interest of Bunshaft's National Commercial 

Bank in Jeddah is that it addresses these developments head on. 

A sensitive artist formed primarily in the West (wherever that is exactly), can 

certainly interact fruitfully with the multiple traditions of the world some now call 235 

"Islamic". Despite post-colonial sensitivities, it would be absurd to try and close the 

door on all occidental insights and examples. In fact some of the richest responses 

to regional culture constitute a cross fertilisation of modernism and local traditions. 

Louis Kahn was an architect who learned a great deal from Islamic traditions, 

especially at the level of light, space, texture and geometry. In Dhaka he produced 

a masterly work which blended together the boldness of modern abstract form with 

a deep appreciation of the meaning of centralised tomb and mosque architecture in 

the Indian sub-continent. He was obsessed with the archetype of the central, 

ceremonial space surrounded by the fringe of shaded spaces - a pattern intrinsic to 

Islamic architecture in various places in India. The Dhaka building has a certain 

timeless quality and makes a strong and modern contribution to the architecture of 

the Muslim world and to international architecture as well. To learn from this sub

stantial example does not imply mimicking its style. 

Modern architecture in its profoundest manifestations has a level of abstraction 

and a level of depth and a level of compression of content which allows one to make 

contact with the substructures of tradition. The question is how best to combine 

these qualities with a relevant transformation of the principles of regional building. 

It is important to the endeavour of the AKAA not to slip into a simplistic, anti-

Western ideology, or a simple-minded conception of national, ideological or relig

ious identity. The hope is to combine the best of the old and new, of regional and 

universal. 



236 HALIM ABDE L-H A LI M, Professor of Architecture at Cairo University, is acutely 

aware of the need for Muslim architects to reinvigorate their contemporary culture. He 

described his search through the example of a small neighbourhood park and how his 

students are encouraged to decode and master the geometries of traditional forms. 

I wish to address myself to three questions: Firstly, the role of the architect and his 

responsibility to interpret, and understand culture and change society through his 

architecture. Secondly, the experiences and lessons learned from practice or actual 

activities in the Islamic world. The third question deals with the possible ap

proaches and directions that can be pursued to move from the state that we are 

living in now to some other state that hopefully will be better. 

Regarding the first question, I believe that the world is in a state of flux and that 

the laws of change are not explicit. Each segment of society attempts to identify 

these forces of change and whether we are architects, or lawyers, or philosophers, all 

must try to understand them. 

There is a layer between the world as it exists and the world as we shape it. It is 

the layer of creation. This thin layer is coded historically through what I call the 

creative process of the community. Each community has its own way of decoding 

and coding reality. This pattern of coding and decoding might appear to be stagnant 

at times or active at other times. 

One can think of ceremony or ritual as the unfolding of architecture. Every 

community has ceremonies and rituals that are related to the environment. Many 

communities still have rituals and ceremonies that are related to building produc

tion. One can identify those events; not only are they related to the process of 

building legally and economically, but culturally as well. 

The helix of the Ibn Tulun 

minaret (above) is unfolded 

horizontally to create the geometry 

of the park (right) that is being 

created in its shadow. 



Returning ritual to architecture: community 

participation in the ceremony of laying the 

cornerstone for the park. 

Student projects manipulate geometries to 

develop alternative forms and shapes. 

The architect's ability to function in the state of flux in which the world 

continually operates depends on three realisations. The first two have to do with the 

preparation and education of the architect and the third one has to do with the 

practice. The first realisation is of the nature of the creative forces that are operating 

in the world, and that shape the overall environment. Second, is the realisation of 

the process by which this force is internalised and awakened in the creative person, 

the architect. In simpler terms the second realisation is the nature of practicing 

architecture. The third realisation deals with the community, in which this awaken

ing is becoming real. 

As a Muslim practitioner and designer, I am aware of the creative forces operat

ing in the world. I am aware of my relation to those creative forces through work. 

Cairo is a complex city in a state of decay. Monuments stand as a witness 

embodying a moment of creativity. That is a moment in which the realisation that 

1 mentioned took their shape and remained. Egypt had rituals for building until the 

1960's and 1970's. The location of the building and the division of the land were 

rendered through a ritual. Today you hardly find any such ritual. 

We were asked to redesign a small park into a cultural park for children, near the 

Ibn Tulun Mosque. The site is surrounded by run down buildings of the Sayyida 

Zeinab, a sprawling community of over a million people. 

The Ibn Tulun minaret was our starting point. We started a process of decoding; 

We began to understand the geometrical and mathematical laws behind the helix. 

The helix of the Ibn Tulun unfolds horizontally into a matrix of coordinates. These 

became the guiding pattern for the layout of the cultural park. At the entrance to 

the park is an exhibit, and a fountain from which water runs to irrigate the park. 

There is a theatre terraced into steps that marries the geometry of the thinking 

process to the elements of the site. 

The architect has to put himself in the core of community events. We wanted 

to relate to the positive forces in the community. So, we used the occasion of laying 

the corner stone for the project (which is usually a big event in projects in Egypt). 

We convinced the Minister of Culture that we could design a ground breaking 

ceremony in which the future design of the park was the programme of the cere

mony. We engaged hundreds of children into the ceremony. This was a way of ac

tively linking the community to the project. It worked very well. 

Another project we did was a Presidential Residence. The scheme was an expres

sion of two things: that there were laws behind tradition that could be embodied 

into work. The other, that there are elements in tradition that are private and can 

be reconstructed. For instance, the house of the president is constructed from 

reinterpreting the concept of a qa'a. 

Another project, the Royal Academy for Islamic Culture in Jordan also shows 

the significance of geometry. Geometry in the cultural sense is much more impor

tant a matter than just the shaping of space. Our knowledge of geometry and trans

formation of geometry allows us to conceive the environment. Students in my 

classes are encouraged to manipulate the basic units of the traditional geometries to 

master the endless combinations that will ensue, thereby enriching their reservoir of 

forms and shapes. 
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Turning to the legacy of the past 

with its deep psychic roots for 

inspiration and achieving total 

mastery of the regional building 

crafts and techniques, El-Wakil's 

designs are outstanding 

contemporary works within the 

disciplined confines of tradition. 

Above: Minaret of King Saud 

Mosque, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. 

Below: Elevation, King Saud 

Mosque. 

Opposite: Island Mosque, Jeddah, 

Saudi Arabia. 

A B D E L  W A H E D  E L - W A K I L ,  the distinguished Egyptian Architect, 1980 A K A A  

award winner, and member of the 1986 Master jury, forcefully expounded the virtues of 

adhering to tradition, and of reviving the traditional vocabulary. His corpus of work 

includes a large number of outstanding mosques. 

Modernity has destroyed hierarchy. It has created a nakedness, an obscenity because 

previously forms were adorning. A culture would seek forms. Modernity did away 

with forms. 

The only difference between an African statue and Picasso's bull is that one is 

a reflection of the collective myth and the other is an individual expression. One is 

an established form of typology or has a story behind it that was collective. Picasso 

started giving a very big head to the bull and it became very heavy; Finally, at the 

end, the head disappeared completely and what was left of the bull was its fertile 

aspect. In that sense it represented in modern terms the rape; because what hap

pened in modern times is that there was a rape. You can see a living symbol in the 

work of Picasso, It reflected something that he could feel was happening in modern 

times. 

One of the things that the Modern Movement did was put a halo around art and 

call it art for art's sake. 

If we analyse how the models of modern architecture tried to adapt typologies 

through the elements of structure, form and function we conclude that all of them 

did not have the mythical dimension, so critical to enriching works of art. 

There are very few today in government who understand the role of architecture 

as the structuring of space that reflects our interaction with the exterior world and 

the inner world. Maybe an exception was Winston Churchill. When the House of 

Commons was destroyed during the Second World War and the architects wanted 

to make a modern building, he refused and said: "No, we will have the building as 

it was because we shape our buildings but later they form us." 

In my work, I am proud to be traditional, to respect tradition, to study its forms 

and to use them creatively in a harmonious configuration that speaks to the hearts 

and souls of the Muslim peoples. 
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